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Travel & ID theft

Why take
the risk?
ANN RUPPENSTEIN

There’s a popular scene from the TV show The
Office when Jim Halpert impersonates Dwight
Schrute, leaving him to respond: “Identity theft is
not a joke, Jim. Millions of families suffer every
year!”
Turns out, that risk runs even higher for those
travelling abroad.
“We know that international travellers, whether
on business or leisure, are up to two to four times
more likely to be victimized by identity theft,”
says Paige Schaffer, President & COO of Generali
Global Assistance’s Identity and Digital Protection
Services Global Unit. “Often when you are travelling, there’s a lower awareness of external threats.
When people are travelling, the targets are bigger
for hotels and restaurants and art venues.”
According to recent data from Javelin Research,
the biggest risk occurs in Eastern Europe and
South Asia, where travellers are on average more
than two times as likely to have their identity
stolen, with Latin America and Western Europe
ranging between 1.5 and 1.7.
Some of the reasons travellers face a larger threat
See RISK page 2
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According to Javelin Research, travellers are up to four times more at risk of
identity theft than those who do not travel.

Time to take over the world

Vision, Direct deal
creates TMC giant
MIKE DUNBAR

The blockbuster merger between Canada’s
Vision Travel and America’s Direct
Travel will create a continent-wide travel
management giant with close to $4 billion
in annual sales that has ambitious plans
to grow turnover via global expansion.
Vision senior exec Joel Ostrov revealed
that the merged
operation intends to
create a global footprint at a lightning
pace, and colleague
Brian Robertson

added that there could also be growth
opportunities closer to home.
The first step in the expansion process
is an asset merger agreement that will
see Direct take over Vision by month’s
end, but the Canadian subsidiary will
continue to operate as a separate entity
under its existing banner stressed Ostrov,
president of the Quebec
East Region.
Ostrov and Ontario
West Region president
Brian Robertson to
See VISION page 2
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